2014 CONFERENCE LINEUP

Calendar of Events.
Spring 2014
• Public Sector HR 2014: Performance, Productivity, and
Transformation

• New Thinking in Managing Employee Performance

• 3rd Canadian Food Summit 2014: From Strategy to Action

• Western Business Outlook Conference

• Enterprise Risk Management 2014: Evolving Your ERM
Practices

• 2014 Spring Technical Forecasting Seminar

• Pension Summit 2014: Time for Action
• Generations 2014: Successful Strategies for the
Multigenerational Workplace
• Work and Workplaces of the Future: Implications for
Western Canada
• Change Management 2014: Engaging the People,
Managing the Process

• Western Health Summit 2014

• Saskatchewan Forum 2014
• Business Innovation Summit 2014: Accelerating Corporate
Innovation and Commercialization
• Workplace Wellness and Mental Health 2014
• Western Canadian Immigration Conference 2014:
Enhancing Canada’s Immigration System—from Invitation
to Integration

• Canadian Immigration Conference 2014: Enhancing
Canada’s Immigration Syste—from Invitation to Integration

Fall 2014
• Intergovernmental Forum on Risk Management 2014

• 2014 Honorary Associate Award Dinner

• HR West 2014: The Next Generation of HR
• HR 2014: The Next Generation of HR

• 2nd Skills and Post-Secondary Education Summit 2014:
Developing the Talent We Need for a Competitive Nation

• Public Sector Social Media 2014

• 2014 Fall Technical Forecasting Seminar

• Disability, Absenteeism, and Benefits 2014

• Western Compensation and HR Outlook 2014

• Health Summit 2014: Aging, Chronic Disease,
and Wellness

• Disability and Absenteeism West 2014

• Compensation Outlook Breakfast

• Public Sector Transformation West 2014

• Corporate Social Responsibility

conferenceboard.ca

• Public Sector Transformation 2014

Public Sector HR 2014: Performance,
Productivity, and Transformation
February 5–6, 2014
Fairmont Château Laurier • Ottawa

In 10 years of this event, we’ve examined change,
demographics, performance, culture, talent, and engagement issues, but we’ve never encountered such urgency
in such a negative environment. Now more than ever, you
need to look at how other departments and jurisdictions
are rising to the challenges, so you can be inspired by
and learn from their success.
Public Sector HR 2014: Change, Innovation,
Performance offers the most practical forum for HR
leaders to examine the latest best practices, network
with peers, and learn essential lessons to help them
manage unprecedented change.
Learn about innovative HR practices from pioneers
who are creating new ways to keep their organizations
at peak performance. Discover solutions to common
issues, and learn how you can apply these solutions
in your workplace.
Find out from your peers how they’re building stronger
teams, fostering greater collaboration, and creating a
resilient and positive culture that delivers on performance
targets. It may not be easy, but these examples will
demonstrate that it can be done.
2014 Sponsors: Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, Institute
of Public Administration of Canada

3rd Canadian Food Summit 2014:
From Strategy to Action
March 18–19, 2014
Metro Toronto Convention Centre • Toronto

The Conference Board’s Centre for Food in Canada
(CFIC) invites you to join us at the 3rd Canadian Food
Summit 2014: From Strategy to Action. This major,
international event focuses on implementing the actions
recommended in the Canadian Food Strategy. The
emphasis will be on leveraging opportunities and finding
workable solutions—constructive ways to make the most
of our opportunities, resources and talent to achieve the
great economic potential of the food sector and meet
the full range of Canadians’ food needs.

The summit will feature international best practices in
food strategy implementation from Scotland, Australia,
the UK, and other leading countries in the midst of
implementing their own national strategies. It will also
feature delegate engagement sessions for stakeholders
to explore how they can collaborate on implementing
the Canadian Food Strategy, and help define a future
Conference Board indicators report that will measure
and track the food sector’s annual progress on achieving
the goals and desired outcomes set-out in the Strategy.
2014 Sponsors: Loblaw Companies Limited, Deloitte, MNP LLP,
Global Fruit, Saputo Inc., The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation,
Marsan Foods Limited, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, BRC
Global Standards, Elite Spice, Foodland Ontario, Data on the Spot
Marketing Partners: Ontario Culinary Tourism Alliance, Ag-West
Bio Inc., Breakfast for Learning, Canadian Agri-Food Policy Institute,
Canadian Aquaculture Industry Alliance, Canadian Association
of Agri-Retailers, Canadian Horticultural Council, Canadian Meat
Council, Canadian Poultry and Egg Processors Council, Centre
de référence en agriculture et agroalimentaire du Québec, City of
Toronto, Farm Management Canada, Farmers’ Markets Ontario,
Fisheries Council of Canada, Food Processing HR Council,
Further Poultry Processors Association of Canada, Manitoba Food
Processors Association, Ontario Agricultural College, Ontario
Agri-Food Education Inc., Ontario Fruit and Vegetable Growers
Association, University of Manitoba, Food in Canada Magazine,
Second Harvest, Holy Crap

Enterprise Risk Management 2014:
Evolving Your ERM Practices
March 31–April 1, 2014
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel • Toronto

Now in its 15th year, the Conference Board’s Enterprise
Risk Management conference is renowned for sharing
actual experiences in implementing ERM, and the latest
thinking and practical insights from case examples, peerto-peer-dialogue sessions, and keynote presentations
from leading experts.
Hear about the latest approaches from ERM thought
leaders and best practice case studies. Learn how to
develop and apply learning framework to improve your
individual and organizational ERM practices and competencies. Find out how the lessons learned by organizations that have faced major risk incidents can apply to
your situation.
You’ll also find out how to balance the demands of both
longterm strategic and short-term operational perspectives on enterprise risk.
Marketing Partner: Risk Wise Inc.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Pension Summit 2014: Time for Action
April 28, 2014
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel • Toronto

Pension issues have returned to the headlines and the
top of the business agenda.
In the last year, governments and employers have
renewed their focus on pensions. This isn’t surprising
given that, while more and more Canadians are retiring
and defined benefit plans have lurched from one crisis
to another, no major structural changes have happened
in many years.
Pension Summit 2014: Time for Action will bring
together leaders from governments, pension funds,
employers, and organized labour for a solutions-focused
forum you won’t want to miss.
2014 Sponsor: Aon Hewitt, Sun Life Financial Inc., The Standard Life
Assurance Company of Canada, Vitech Systems Group, Inc.
Marketing Partners: Alternative Investment Management
Association, Benefits and Pensions Monitor, Canadian Federation of
Pensioners

Generations 2014: Successful Strategies
for the Multigenerational Workplace
April 29, 2014
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel • Toronto

Do you struggle with the challenge of a multigenerational
workplace?
If so, you’re not alone. The news routinely features
articles about boomer retirement, new gen Y recruits,
the struggles of gen X, and what four generations in the
workplace means for employers.
These issues affect day-to-day workforce activities, and
should influence overall HR strategy. It’s about co-workers
getting along, and also about succession planning. It’s
about familiarity with new technology and social media,
and also performance management.
Generations 2014: Successful Strategies for the
Multigenerational Workplace offers a practical forum for
HR leaders to hear what’s working in other organizations,
share best practices, and explore new ways to address
one of the major forces affecting today’s workplace.
2014 Sponsor: n-gen People Performance Inc.
Marketing Partners: Benefits and Pensions Monitor, ThirdQuarter

Work and Workplaces of the Future:
Implications for Western Canada
May 5, 2014
Hyatt Regency Calgary • Calgary

What’s the future hold for your workplace and
workforce?
Leading organizations know that, to survive and thrive,
it’s essential to get out in front of the inevitable workplace
changes. This conference will provide the information and
the tools you need to plan for the future and adapt your
policies and practices to succeed in the years ahead.
Hear from the experts, gain new insight into the issues,
and discuss your options. Join us for Work and
Workplaces of the Future: Implications for Western
Canada and learn from the experts and the change
agents, and hear leading organizations’ visions of and
plans for the future. Network with the speakers and your
fellow delegates, and share your experiences with peers
who are facing similar challenges.
2014 Sponsors: Field Law, BOWEN, Development Dimensions
International (DDI), GE Canada
Marketing Partners: Human Resources Institute of Alberta/Certified
Human Resources Professional, Saskatchewan Association of Human
Resource Professionals, ThirdQuarter
Special Contributor: Data on the Spot

Change Management 2014: Engaging
the People, Managing the Process
May 5–6, 2014
Toronto Marriott Downtown Eaton Centre Hotel • Toronto

Change management now infuses everything you do.
Whether it’s on a micro scale, such as introducing a new
member to a team, or a major restructuring or internal
technology change, change management is central to
your role as a leader.
Building on previous years’ events, Change Management
2014: Engaging the People, Managing the Process
will focus on practical examples of change success,
from top change leaders who are transforming their
organizations, and who exhibit a mastery of change.
Learn from their experiences how change management
has impacted their organizations, and gain insight into
how change management can improve performance in
your organization.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Hear the experts’ examples of change management
governance and corporate culture change, and how they’ve
used change management to improve the outcome of
both small and large projects.
2014 Sponsors: Microsoft Canada Inc., Buck Consultants Limited,
Global Knowledge Network Canada Inc.
Marketing Partners: Association of Change Management
Professionals—Toronto Chapter, Business Process Incubator,
International Association of Business Communicators—Toronto Chapter
Special Contributor: Data on the Spot

Canadian Immigration Conference 2014:
Enhancing Canada’s Immigration System
from Invitation to Integration
May 14, 2014
Eaton Chelsea • Toronto

AND

Western Canadian Immigration Conference
2014: Enhancing Canada’s Immigration
System from Invitation to Integration
June 16, 2014
Hotel Arts • Calgary

Immigrants are a critical source of talent for Canadian
employers. Newcomers to Canada have always contributed to our national fabric and identity. They are instrumental in driving innovation, providing advanced skills for
the economy, and creating many of our largest companies and employers.
Yet, today employers are experiencing challenges finding
and hiring immigrants with the right skills—when they
need them. In addition, many organizations are not yet
taking full advantage of immigrants’ skills, talents and
expertise to optimize corporate performance and growth.
Canadian Immigration Conference 2014: Enhancing
Canada’s Immigration System from Invitation to
Integration in Toronto and Calgary each feature an
outstanding lineup of expert speakers to share best practices and strategies on how we can enhance our immigration system to respond to the needs of Canadian
businesses and communities. The goal is to make us
more globally competitive in attracting, retaining and
integrating new Canadians.

2014 Sponsors—East: Simon, Fraser University, Camosun College,
Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration
2014 Sponsor—West: University of Saskatchewan
Marketing Partners—East: S.U.C.C.E.S.S., Consortium of
Agencies Serving Internationally-trained Persons (CASIP), Immigrant
Employment Council of BC, Irish Canadian Immigration Centre,
Immigration Business Network, Ryerson Centre for Immigration and
Settlement

New Thinking in Managing Employee
Performance
May 21, 2014
InterContinental Toronto Centre • Toronto

Organizations struggle with ensuring that their performance
management initiatives are fair and consistent. Others
question what the return-on-investment of performancebased pay incentive is. Amongst those questions, others
still wonder if judgemental evaluations really boost
employee morale and productivity.
The science, technology, and good practices surrounding
managing employee performance has changed dramatically over the past few years. By reviewing the latest
thinking on managing employee performance, attendees
will learn effective strategies for linking performance
management to employee performance. From psychology to strategy and managing millennials to leveraging
the best technology, New Thinking in Managing
Employee Performance will provide thoughtful analysis
on the challenges and new thinking in optimizing
employee performance.
Find out how your peers implement their
performance management strategies to achieve
unprecedented results.
• Learn about the newest trends in managing employee
performance.
• Gain insights into the science of what motivates
employee performance.
• Hear about how leading organizations are linking
their performance management systems to employee
performance.
• Explore the latest technology for linking employee
performance to the bottom line.
• Be the first to hear the latest Conference Board of
Canada research on performance management.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Western Health Summit 2014
May 21–22, 2014
Westin Edmonton • Edmonton

Join us for Western Health Summit 2014 to share your
thinking on how we can reform primary care and improve
wellness and prevention to address Canada’s immediate
and long-term health care challenges.
We’ll focus on five areas where we see opportunities for
change that will have the greatest impact:
1. Funding health care and how the money is spent

Glen Hodgson, Senior Vice-President and Chief
Economist will provide highlights from the Conference
Board’s most recent Canadian forecast, and the U.S
and global outlooks. Marie-Christine Bernard, Associate
Director, Provincial Forecast, will focus on how the
economic outlook for Alberta, Calgary, and Edmonton
can affect your business plans and strategies, and will
explore the issues on the horizon for your area. Also,
join us to hear keynote speaker Dawn Farrell, Chief
Executive Officer of Transalta, as she discusses their
strategies on expansion nationally and internationally.

2. Innovation

2014 Spring Technical Forecasting Seminar

3. Responding to an aging population

May 26, 2014
The Conference Board of Canada • Ottawa

4. Process transformation
5. Social determinants of health
The Summit will also feature insightful research from the
Canadian Alliance for Sustainable Health Care, addressing
pivotal issues such as the cost of disease, improving
health care delivery, seniors care, smoking cessation,
and healthy active living.
2014 Sponsors: Sanofi, Dr. Roger’s Prize, Medtronic of Canada Ltd.,
LifeLabs Medical Laboratory Services
Marketing Partners: Alberta Health Industry Association, BC
Pharmacy Association, Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies
in Health, Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists,
Canadian Coalition for Green Health Care, Canadian College of
Health Leaders, Canadian Foundation for Healthcare Improvement,
Canadian Healthcare Technology Magazine, Canadian Psychological
Association, Canadian Public Health Association, Canadian Society
of Physician Executives, Gallant HealthWorks & Associates, Health
Information Management Association of Alberta, Health Quality
Council of Alberta, Healthy Minds Canada, Human Resources
Institute of Albert/ Certified Human Resources Professional,
Longwoods.com, Wellness Alberta

Western Business Outlook Conference
May 23, 2014
The Ranchmen’s Club • Calgary

Hear the Conference Board of Canada’s expertise in
economic forecasting and analysis as they anticipate the
future of Western Canada and beyond.
The Conference Board is renowned for its expertise
in economic forecasting and analysis, recognized as
one of Canada’s top economic forecasting teams. Take
advantage of their expertise to anticipate and capitalize
on the major forces affecting your organization and the
up to date information to improve your strategies and
business plans.

The 2014 Spring Technical Forecasting Seminar
gives our customers the opportunity to get the latest
perspectives on our global, national, and regional
forecasts. It is a half day seminar that concludes with a
reception and lunch. The program is intended to give our
customers the opportunity to ask questions, hear expert
analysis, and discuss important issues about the economic outlook with the Conference Board’s forecasting
team and participants from other organizations.

Saskatchewan Forum 2014
May 27–28, 2014
Delta Regina • Regina

Saskatchewan is experiencing rapid growth. In order to
sustain this growth and mitigate critical skill shortages,
the province’s private and public sectors need to find
innovative approaches to increasing productivity, profitability, competitiveness, and human capital. To address
these challenges, The Conference Board of Canada is
convening the Saskatchewan Forum 2014 on May
27–28, 2014 in Regina.
Learn about the global forces supporting Saskatchewan’s
resource-based economy, and the national, provincial,
and local dynamics that affect Saskatchewan’s success
or failure in creating a sustainable and inclusive pattern
of growth.
Hear the latest thinking from global business leaders
regarding how corporations can best navigate through
the challenging years ahead—tackling issues such as
the pricing of externalities, starting with carbon, and
the need for increased agricultural output.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Engage in a strategic conversation about Saskatchewan’s
challenges and opportunities in the information age,
and explore current and future issues of the labour force,
including the integration of Aboriginal and immigrant
workers.
This flagship event brings together as broad range of
key stakeholders and facilitates a more holistic view
of the Province. Meet the experts, raise the issues that
affect you, and learn what you need to know to build
a vision of the future for your organization.
2014 Sponsors: SaskTel, Graham Group of Companies,
Saskatchewan Institute of Applied Science and Technology,
Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy, University of Regina,
University of Saskatchewan

Business Innovation Summit 2014:
Accelerating Corporate Innovation and
Commercialization
May 27–29, 2014
Metro Toronto Convention Centre • Toronto

The Conference Board’s Centre for Business Innovation
(CBI) is hosting a major event, Business Innovation
Summit 2014: Accelerating Corporate Innovation and
Commercialization to help companies of all sizes across
Canada harness the power of innovation, and accelerate
their innovation and commercialization results.
The Summit will feature an exciting combination of
expert speakers and interactive delegate-expert sharing
sessions to give participants the insights and tools they
need to increase the speed at which their organization’s
can generate new ideas, products, services, and
processes—and turn them into profit!
It will also feature a consultation session to identify
key challenges, issues and barriers facing Canadian
innovators that will inform future research activities
of the Centre for Business Innovation and identify
potential solutions.
2014 Sponsors: Cisco Canada, Innocentive, Sustainable
Development Technology Canada, Ontario Centres of Excellence,
ICICI Bank Canada
Marketing Partners: ACCT Canada, Canada—China Business
Council, Canada—India Business Council, Canada—United States
Business Association, Canada’s Venture Capital & Private Equity
Association, Canadian Fluid Power Association, Canadian Innovation
Centre, Centre for Social Innovation, Community Futures Network
of Canada, Digital Nova Scotia, Extreme Startups, First Angel

Network, Innovate Calgary, Innovation Factory, Innovation Initiatives
Ontario North, Invest Ottawa, International Society for Professional
Innovation Management (ISPIM), Mentor Works, Network of Angel
Organizations—Ontario, Productivity Alberta, Schroeder & Schroeder
Inc., Small Business Association, Startup Canada, University of
Waterloo

Workplace Wellness and Mental Health 2014
June 10–11, 2014
Toronto Marriott Downtown Eaton Centre Hotel • Toronto

Workplace Wellness and Mental Health 2014 will
help you start your wellness initiative or, if you have
one already, help you benchmark and improve your
program’s performance.
The experts will provide new, practical ideas to take
your work to the next level, and ensure your wellness
effort is competitive in the marketplace. Benefit from the
innovators’ practices, ideas, and insights to optimize
wellness, and make yours the most engaged and productive workforce in your industry.
Every year, new research from the Conference Board
provides the latest thinking on the most critical issues.
This year, we’ll feature our current work on depression in the
workplace, and a new report on addiction and substance
abuse. These increasingly important and often neglected
issues have huge implications for all employers.
We’ll also draw on previous studies to examine effective
wellness approaches from across Canada, and critical
success factors on three more of today’s top employee
health and wellness challenges—smoking cessation,
obesity, and nutrition.
2014 Sponsors: Manulife Financial, Homewood Health, The Standard
Life Assurance Company of Canada, Buck Consultants Limited,
McKesson Canada, Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada
Marketing Partners: Association of Ontario Health Centres,
Canadian Alliance for Mental Illness and Mental Health, Canadian
Association of Occupational Therapists, Canadian Coalition for
Green Health Care, Canadian College of Health Leaders, Canadian
Council on Rehabilitation and Work, Canadian Positive Psychology
Association, Canadian Psychological Association, Canadian
Public Health Association, Healthy Minds Canada, Mental Health
Commission of Canada , Mood Disorders Society of Canada, Mood
Food Culinary
Special Contributors: Data on the Spot, Tri Fit Inc.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Intergovernmental Forum on Risk
Management 2014
October 1–2, 2014
Ottawa Convention Centre • Ottawa

As Patty McCord wrote in the recent Harvard Business
Review on the reinvention of HR at Netflix, “Trust people,
not policies, reward candor and throw away the standard
playbook.”
2014 Sponsor—East: Development Dimensions International (DDI)

Join us for Canada’s top public sector risk event!
This conference attracts over 100 public sector risk
professionals each year, and that’s just one of the things
that makes it the best event on the subject in Canada.
Another is that it attracts the top speakers, people who
deal with the same obstacles and challenges and the
same time and cost pressures you do.
Now in its 8th year, Intergovernmental Forum on Risk
Management 2014 will feature the latest on risk assessment, risk communication and social media, risk and
innovation, and risk measurement and governance. Meet
the experts, and get their advice on how to deal with
your toughest risk management challenges.

HR West 2014: The Next Generation of HR
October 1–2, 2014
Pan Pacific Vancouver • Vancouver

AND

HR 2014: The Next Generation of HR
October 6–7, 2014
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel • Toronto

The HR function and all senior human resources roles
are changing. From the rise of the Chief Human
Resources Officer position and the growing influence of
all senior HR roles, to how talent is managed, HR
management will look dramatically different in the future.
More and more, HR will play a central role in strategic
direction and driving business growth, and will be asked
to develop skills in marketing and deal-making, while
also designing the organization and culture to support
value creation.
The expanding scope of skills and expectations will
include internal and external communications, and
development of new approaches to instill trust, responsibility, and professional accountability, including “doing
the right thing.”
HR 2014: The Next Generation of HR in both Toronto
and Vancouver will showcase and promote leading
thinking and exclusive research on the future of human
resources, the HR function, the CHRO and senior HR
roles, and the next generation of HR solutions.

Public Sector Social Media 2014
October 20-21, 2014
Ottawa Convention Centre • Ottawa

Social media have quickly grown from personal to
professional to now essential in the public sector.
Social media are supplementing or replacing traditional
communication channels with citizens, across governments, and between employees. Your challenge isn’t
whether or not to use social media, but how to make the
best use of the options available and within the constraints of the public sector.
Now in its 6th year, Public Sector Social Media 2014
will examine how to balance social media risks and
rewards, capture the full value of social media opportunities, and drive performance with your social media
investment.
Find out how the innovators are enhancing or replacing
existing internal and external communications channels,
and increasing collaboration, knowledge sharing,
engagement, and retention.

Disability, Absenteeism, and Benefits 2014
October, 2014 (TBD)
Venue TBD • Toronto

AND

Disability and Absenteeism West 2014
November 20, 2014
Hyatt Regency Calgary • Calgary

In today’s competitive labour markets, disability and
absenteeism management are key to your overall HR
and talent strategy, because they’re both about getting
the most from your investment in your employees.
Disability, Absenteeism, and Benefits 2014 in Toronto
and Disability and Absenteeism West 2014 in Calgary
follow up on our successful 2013 events, building on a
foundation of Conference Board research, and featuring
practical case studies and best practice examples from
across Canada.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Don’t miss this insightful discussion, and find out how
the innovators have implemented programs that have
improved disability management and reduced absenteeism.

In short, prospects may have improved, but uncertainty
remains. What do these factors mean for compensation,
and how will Canada’s asymmetrical growth affect each
region?

Gain a better understanding of the true costs of disability
and absenteeism, and how you can reduce costs while
improving performance.

In this environment, good advice and accurate information are essential. This highly focused breakfast briefing
will help you make better compensation planning decisions. Benefit from the Conference Board’s respected
forecast information to improve your organization’s compensation strategy.

2014 Sponsor—East: Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada

Health Summit 2014: Aging, Chronic
Disease, and Wellness
October 23–24, 2014
Toronto Marriott Downtown Eaton Centre Hotel • Toronto

Previous Health Summits have assessed the sustainability of our health care system. The 12 inconvenient truths
and five key priorities for change identified previously
have helped to identify the issues, and the actions
required to fix health care.
Health Summit 2014: Aging, Chronic Disease, and
Wellness, our 3rd Summit in Toronto, will focus on two
interrelated issues that represent the most complex challenges to system sustainability and that will affect the
health of all Canadians, now and in the future:
1. The system is misaligned with an aging population

Corporate Social Responsibility
October 29-30, 2014
Hilton Toronto • Toronto

Details coming soon.

2014 Honorary Associate Award Dinner
November 3, 2014
The Fairmont Royal York Hotel • Toronto

Details coming soon.

2nd Skills and Post-Secondary Education
Summit 2014: Developing the Talent We
Need for a Competitive Nation

2. The current delivery model is ill-equipped to address
chronic care and prevention

November 5–6, 2014
Metro Toronto Convention Centre • Toronto

Once again, the Summit will feature the latest research
from CASHC and other relevant research areas at the
Conference Board. These include the Centre for Chronic
Disease Prevention and Management, the Council on
Healthy Aging, the Centre of Advancement of Health
Innovations, and the Council of Workplace Health and
Wellness.

The Conference Board’s Centre for Skills and PostSecondary Education is hosting a major two-day Summit
to address the advanced skills, education and competitiveness challenges facing Canada today.

October 28, 2014
The Conference Board of Canada • Ottawa

Advanced skills and educational qualifications are
increasingly important to innovation, productivity, economic growth and competitiveness, as Canadian firms
face off against the global best in international and
domestic markets. They are also crucial to the well-being
of Canadians who need good jobs and careers in order
to enjoy a high standard of living.

As the economy improves, many experts believe that
compensation increases will accelerate. Significant variables remain, including continued anxiety about sovereign debt in Europe, slowing growth in China, another
false start to the U.S. recovery, increasing debt levels in
Canada, and a harder landing for real estate markets in
Canada.

The Centre for Skills and Post-Secondary Education is
also responding to the need by developing a Skills and
Post-Secondary Education (PSE) Strategy for
Canada—a comprehensive, action-oriented framework
that expresses a shared vision for the future of PSE in
Canada, specific goals, and actions to achieve the
required changes in the medium- to long-term.

Compensation Outlook Breakfast

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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The Summit is international in scope, attracting expert
presenters and participants from across Canada and
around the world. It is engaging hundreds of participant’s
representing the key players in the PSE system, including: senior administration; faculty, staff, and students;
government; business; professional and regulatory associations; alumni; and communities.

2014 Fall Technical Forecasting Seminar
November 14, 2014
The Conference Board of Canada • Ottawa

The 2014 Fall Technical Forecasting Seminar gives
our customers the opportunity to get the latest perspectives
on our global, national, and regional forecasts. It is a half
day seminar that concludes with a reception and lunch.
The program is intended to give our customers the
opportunity to ask questions, hear expert analysis, and
discuss important issues about the economic outlook
with the Conference Board’s forecasting team and
participants from other organizations.

Western Compensation and
HR Outlook 2014
November 19, 2014
Hyatt Regency Calgary • Calgary

For many organizations, compensation is the greatest
single expense on the balance sheet.
The real issue is not one of pure costs, but the ability to
innovate and direct this investment to deliver the highest
return. This requires strategies to attract and retain the
best and brightest, and doing so without overpaying or
limiting options for the future.
Western Compensation and HR Outlook 2014 will provide accurate economic and compensation projections,
and the latest on total rewards and talent acquisition and
retention innovations that you need to know about.

Public Sector Transformation 2014
November, 2014 (TBD)
Venue TBD • Ottawa

AND

Public Sector Transformation West 2014
December 3–4, 2014
Matrix Hotel • Edmonton

Whether you’re implementing a new performance
management system, trying to deploy social media tools,
developing a plan for open government, implementing an
austerity strategy, or improving service delivery, your
initiative involves change. In fact, the change management dimension may be the most challenging aspect of
these projects. If you get that wrong, your project will fail.
The Conference Board’s public sector transformation
events attract leaders from all levels of government, to
connect with the public sector change experts and their
peers, and learn from insightful examples and informative case studies.
If you work at the federal, provincial, or municipal level,
or in a crown corporation, the environment’s changing,
and you must adapt to survive. While each jurisdiction
and organization faces its own specific challenges, you
can learn a lot from each other’s experiences.
Whether your challenge is austerity, new and emerging
technologies, changing demographics, new organizational structures, changing mandates and policies, or
new services, your success depends on your ability to
lead change. Each year, these events present a broad
range of change examples and perspectives, and
encourages dialogue between delegates and its stellar
line-up of speakers.

In addition to the world-renowned economic and compensation forecasts of The Conference Board of
Canada, you’ll hear from pioneers who are challenging
conventional rewards and talent management strategies
and designs, to ensure competitive advantage now and
success in the future.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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